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Nappanee, Indiana, Brethren in Christ Church
Artist's Sketch

A Surgeon and $35,000

EDITORIAL

What About It!
"With classical music blaring from the car radio, the
Rev. Theodore H. Erickson, Jr., gunned his red Volvo
through the narrow streets of Philadelphia's west side
slums. 'The church is pretty much of a relic,' he said
abruptly. 'Denominationalism is a relic. And the present
structure of the congregation is a re'ic. What the church
needs to do is find out what the basic issues are, where
the church is, and work with these issues instead of around
them.'"
So says, The National Observer, August 15. Presently,
besides a job in City Hall, Philadelphia, having left the
pastorate, Rev. Erickson works with a little known, significant inter-faith religious experiment, Metropolitan
Associates of Philadelphia (MAP).
"He feels much more useful in City Hall and running
about the slums than back in his old parish, where all
too often in his opinion he was leading ladle/ aid societies
in devotions and popping corn with youth groups"; Observer continues.
MAP adds: ". . . today's church would rather run its
own little side show than to really collaborate with the
shapers of history in the main stream of history. Yet it is
through the great social structures of business and industry, of politics and government, of arts and education,
that the purpose of God is being fulfilled and history
is being shaped—not by a little church off to the side."
Is this true??
The more organization minded the church becomes;
what about its survival as an organism!
How is the purpose of God fulfilled?
These columns are not out to defend the church.
Christendom as such, has little to show in the twentieth
century.
But then, the church does not work in a showcase. A
proper question: where would this century be apart from
men such as Billy Sunday, Billy Graham, many other
Bible teaching ministers and pastors, and a host of purposeful, devoted Christians who made their "salt and
light" contribution to the world.
True worth is in being—then doing.
Vital Christianity still serves. Admittedly, not enough
of it. The remainder of this page and the next is given
to publicizing good works of just a few of the Lord's
servants.
J.N.H.
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Dr. Roland P. Brown, missionary surgeon at the Mennonite Christian Hospital, Hwalien, Taiwan, reveals that
his "income potential in the United States" was the greatest temptation to remain that he faced. This temptation
was especially raised "in the face of discouragements in
the cost of medical missions."
"I am particularly discouraged," says Dr. Brown, "when
individual churches can spend $3UO-$400,000 on new
church facilities when they meet in it only two or three
hours a week. At the same time I can't raise even $35,000
for needed additions to the Hwalien hospital."
Dr. and Mrs. Brown, with their children, Clifford,
Carol, and Keith, left for Taiwan on August 5 following
a 14-month furlough. They will be serving another fiveyear term under the General Conference Board of Missions
at Mennonite Christian Hospital at Hwalien.
The Browns left Taiwan on furlough in May 1965,
and Dr. Brown took six months of "brushup work" at
Herman Kiefer Hospital, the TB sanitarium in Detroit
where he took his residency in thoracic surgery.
While living in Detroit, the Browns attended the Central Methodist Church and spoke at other Methodist
churches in the area. They also itinerated in General
Conference Mennonite churches from Massachusetts to
California.
Material aid was recently given to Dr. Brown by Mr.
Ed Lear and the G. A. Ingram Company of Detroit,
Michigan, a surgical supply house, donating about $4,000
worth of disposable syringes and needles. When repacked,
they filled two 55 gallon steel drums, w^th about another
half drum left in cartons. In the past the Ingram Company
has made smaller donations of rubber goods and other
hospital supplies to the Mennonite Christian Hospital.
Dr. Brown is a Diplomat of the American Board of
General Surgery and a Fellow of the American College
of Surgeons.

TAP Workers
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Epp, Teachers Abioad Program
volunteers from North Newton, Kansas, were among 30
people evacuated from the Congolese city of Kisangani,
formerly Stanleyville, Monday, July 25, atter Kantangese
soldiers mutinied.
The rebel soldiers seized the city in a surprise attack
Saturday, July 23. They were backed by cannon and
mortar, reported the New York Times. The issue appeared
to be the Kantangese troops' claims to back pay and
their fear that the regular troops had been ordered to
disarm them. After Kantanga rejoined the Congo in 1963,
the soldiers from that province became technically part
of the national army, but they retained their own officers
and identity and none were transferred to other units.
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The Epps were in Kisangani to teach a refresher course
for junior high school teachers at the Universitie Libre du
Congo. The course was only a week old when the fighting
flared up.
When the shooting began the Epps, who had just
completed their Saturday afternoon classes, sought shelter
and remained there for several hours. Later they returned
to their home a few kilometers from the university campus. After consulting with Dr. Carrington, the dean of the
university, they decided to stay at their home rather than
go to a hotel where most of the "Europeans" had gathered
for shelter and organization. On Monday evening, July 25,
they were picked up at their home and evacuated to
Kinshasa, formerly Leopoldville.
A July 28 New York Times dispatch reported that the
rebel troops were still in control of Kisangani.
The Epp's regular teaching assignment is at the Sundi
Lutete secondary school in southwestern Congo.

Reflections of a Minister-VSer
George Dick
A ten-month term of mission service at Gulfport,
Mississippi.
We left the pastorate, went into VS, and are now going
back into the pastorate. We had been in the ministry
twenty-seven years, and fe'.t it would be a good experience to go into VS work for a year or two.
The reasons for going into VS were varied. I have
looked within and di.covered many possible ones. A
brother of mine asked me if I wanted to feel noble, and
I wasn't sure about it. I have a feeling that most of us
could use nobler feelings about ourselves.
I wouldn't be surprised if a second reason might have
been a feeling of guilt for really having lived quite
selfishly, making few sacrifices where it really counts.
Another feeling of guilt could have been that we're
white. With white supremacy, white arrogance, and white
domination, I wouldn't be surprised if with Isaiah of old
we, too, felt, "I am undone for I live with a people of unclean lips."
The first few months of work brought to me the
question of the advisability of coming, but a change came
over me when somehow new horizons of possibilities
opened. During the middle period of our stay, I started
to wonder if I could ever again go back to the ministry.
More recently I've leveled off and am now looking forward to the pastorate.
I'm sure I can never quite be what I was before, and
I am hoping that our stay at Camp Landon has given us
better insights into the problems facing minority groups,
and an appreciation of those who can man the stations.
All I can say is may God bless the workers and the
work.

Free Methodist VISA
Sixteen talented youth participated in evangelistic crusades among the Spanish-speaking population of Brooklyn
and the Bronx, June 17 to July 10, under the auspices
of VISA (Volunteers in Service Abroad), a Christian
service organization of the Free Methodist Church.
Daily activities included Vacation Bible Schools for
children, distribution of tracts and Gospel portions, open
air evangelism, visitation and nightly crusade rallies. Vocal
and- instrumental ensembles formed among the team members offered an effective ministry on many occasions
through the medium of music.
August 29, 1966

VISA personnel cooperated closely with leaders of
these Spanish-speaking congregations in an effort to
strengthen their churches and build a wider evangelical
ministry in their communities. Most gratifying was the
hearty response particularly on the part of children and
youth to the presentation of the gospel, with many decisions for Christ re'gistered.
This venture comprised one of several promoted by
VISA this summer; others being in Canada, Brazil and
Paraguay. Co-sponsored by the Youth Department and
the Missionary Department of the Free Methodist Church,
VISA seeks to provide opportunity for Christian service
for selected youth and adults who dedicate their time
and talents on a volunteer, self-support basis, with a desire to make a contribution to the work of e/angelical
Christianity in cultural settings where the gospel is relatively new.
Summer crusades constitute but one primary phase
of VISA, another being that of short-term missionary
assignment in which people from various walks of life
dedicate their professional services in selected mission
settings for periods of one to five years.
"Doors of opportunity are open in many countries for
various types of volunteer Christian service," states VISA
Director, Bev. Don Bowen. "It is our sincere desire to
expose concerned Christians to the heartache and spiritual
poverty prevalent in many cultures and to emphasize
evangelism—presenting Christ as the answer to man's deepest need."

Impersonal and Therefore Acceptable
Concerning ideas we are meeting—Joe and Marietta Smith
"Christ is Lord of all since the resurrection; therefore,
was He not directing at Tashkent recently where an atheist,
a Mohammedan, and a Hindu sat at the conference table
to arbitrate peace between India and Pakistan?" So said
a young American Seminarian to an Ind.an Church group
we were part of recently.
This is another instance where Christ has been relegated to the position of being Lord of the world (especially since the resurrection) but not necessarily Lord of me.
A student, for instance, finds no trouble in accepting
Him if Jesus Christ is automatically Lord, and if He is
impersonal.
Since we are working with students, it is imperative
for us to lead them into a clear knowledge of the implications of Christ's Lordship . . . and it must be understood that:
True, God is ultimately (pre-resuirection and postresurrection) in charge of history; it will be worked out
according to His purposes, but that is not to claim that
any particular happening, such as the Tashkent Conference, is an illustration of Christ's Lordship and rule.
These men at Tashkent were responding, not to Christ's
Lordship, but merely to their own needs and ideals.
Both Jesus Christ and Paul the Apostle have stated
that there is a ruler of the hearts of men who is not
Christ. He is called, "The ruler of this world," "The god
of this world," and "The god of the unbeliever." (II Cor.
4 and John 14:30)
It is the bent, and also stylish, to speak of Christ as
being relevant to big social issues, but at the same time
ignoring His claim for Lordship of me. As long as I can
have an impersonal connection with Christ, I don't have
to deal with my own private morality.
Christ's Lordship is shown only when men acknowledge it and act accordingly. He is not automatically or
impersonally, Lord.
(3)

MISSIONARY CONFERENCES

CAN BE MORE
Horace L. Fenton, Jr., D.D.

has been richly blessed through
holding a missionary conference. Christians have
M
been brought to a new sense of their responsibility for the
ANY A LOCAL CHURCH

evangelism of the world. Prayer support for the servants
of the Lord on foreign fields has been stimulated. Missionary giving has been multiplied. Often young people
in the church have, through this means, heard the voice of
God speaking to their own hearts about service for Him
on the mission field.

The Latin America Mission has reaped many benefits
from such conferences. A host of our praying friends in
the homeland first learned of the work in Latin America
through a missionary conference. Year by year, our constituency grows as God's people respond to the challenge
that is presented to them in such conferences. Along with
other missionary organizations, we have abundant reason
to thank the Lord for what the missionary conference
movement has meant to our work.
At the same time, it is very apparent that some conferences are much more fruitful than others. Indeed, it
is also evident that in some places the momentum of
the missionary conference movement seems to be running
down and the impact of these meetings is not as strong
as it once was. It may well be time for a fresh look at
missionary conferences — an endeavor to examine their
strengths and weaknesses, so that local churches and missionary agencies may not fail to get the fullest possible
blessing through this divinely provided medium. These
are some random reflections on missionary conferences
which include certain growing convictions of the writer.
The pastor is the key. His own passion for the work
of the Lord throughout the world, or his lack of it,
clearly shows. His congregation readily knows whether
his activity in promoting the conferences arises out of a
genius for organizational detaJ alone, or from a deep
heart concern for the evangelization of the world. They
know what place missions have in his year-around preaching program. The missionary conference ought not to be
an annual innoculation of missionary propaganda, as
though this provided a congregation with all it needed by
way of stimulus for the twelve months to come. The
people look to their pastor for leadership in this realm,
as in many others, and if they do not find year-around
direction from their pastor in the realm of missionary
advance, they are not likely to be worked up to a feverpitch of interest by an annual series of meetings.
The missionary conference ought to have a biblical
orientation. Some pastors seem to be afraid that visiting
missionaries will try to preach instead of 'telling stories
from the field." Either one of these emphases pushed to
an extreme is bad. But if what we seek is something more
than a temporary stimulation of the congregation, we
need something more than interesting stories of the work.
The reason so many Christians seem to fluctuate widely
in their missionary interest is that their interest has never
been biblically based to begin with. To provide a biblical
basis does not mean ringing the changes on proof texts,
but rather a spirit-filled teaching ministry which stresses
the purposes of God for the world and for His church.
(4)

This need not be abstract or theoretical—it certainly should
include some emphasis on the establishment of priorities
in the individual believer's life, and something of what a
Christian's standard of living should be in the light of the
call of Christ and the condition of the world.
The conference ought to present missions in a twentieth-century context. There was a time, a generation or
two ago, when the far countries were exotic places, littleknown or understood by many. In that day travel lectures
by men like Burton Holmes were exceedingly popular. In
such a time, missionaries in "native dress" and bearing
curios such as snake skins, foreign coins, and bows and
arrows may have had their place. But to continue to
offer this type of presentation in our day is a dubious
asset to the missionary cause.
Moreover to present the missionary challenge as though
the situation were exactly as it was in the nineteenth
century is criminal. Our message has not changed and
the need of men has not changed, but to give our local
congregations the impression that the proolems and the
progress of the missionary enterprise have not been affected by the fact that the post-1939 world is an utterly
different place from that in which we lived before is
to mislead our Christian constituency and to deny them
the privilege of praying for us intelligently.
Every missionary conference ought to provide an opportunity for expression by those who have listened to the
messages and faced their implications. There is nothing
so deadly in all the world as spiritual truth which is re^
ceived but not acted upon. Unless a missionary conference
finds the church members living their lives in a different
light as a result of the presentation of the m ssionary
cause, the conference itself has been a failure. If a Christian
prays the same after a conference as he has prayed before,
he may claim to have been blessed by his attendance at
the meetings but there is some reason to doubt the depth
of his blessing. If Christians can face the needs of the
world today and the command of Christ without examining their budgets, they are probably not understanding
either the urgency of the task or the implications of the
Lordship of Jesus Christ. If young people can continue
to plan their own lives withoat reference to the will of
God, all the while claiming to be Christians, they have
not been deeply affected by the missionary message.
People who sit through a missionary conference ought
to be expected to take some new steps in their Christian
life—in their attitude toward home-mission opportunities,
toward increased giving, toward ascertaining the full will
of God for their own lives. Moreover, the opportunity
ought to be given to them to express the decisions they
have made along these lines. Many a missionary conference, for all of its seeming blessing, is in reality pointless
because the planners of it have not thought clearly about
what they hope to accomplish by it, and because the
patient souls who have attended the sessions of the conference have not been asked to do something about what
they have heard.
We need a new flexibility in conference planning. The
idea that a conference should run for an entire week or
Evangelical
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EFFECTIVE!
for a half a week, or that it should involve a certain
number of services in a particular form just because these
things have always been done that way, certainly cannot
claim divine inspiration. Many churches are filled with
commuters who spend long hours each day traveling to
and from work. This fact has to be kept in mind when
planning evening meetings. Other local factors make each
individual situation different from any other and call for
imagination in program planning.
We Christians are often not noted for our flexibility
along these lines. Having found a pattern, we tend to try
to stick with it even though we know it is not necessarily
of divine origin. The result is that sometimes so wonderful
a medium as the missionary conference is allowed to deteriorate until it has lost its usefulness, and we tell ourselves that people have lost their missionary interest when
perhaps the truth is that we have lost our readiness to
adapt to new conditions and to present the truth of the
Lord in a way that our people can receive it. The blessing
of God in our day is upon conference committees whose
vision is undimmed and whose missionary passion is undiminished, but who are not afraid to break out of old
patterns if thereby they can more effectively communicate
the truth of our responsibility as Christians to the believers of our day.
In spite of the activity of the evil one, and of all the
pressures of present day life, God's people do respond
to God's truth when it is presented to them in the power
of the Holy Spirit and in a way which meets them where
they are. The missionary conference, carefully planned
and executed, still offers tremendous opportun'ties to the
local church in carrying out its God-given task. We may
well thank God for all those churches where it is continuing to prove itself an effective medium of missionary
challenge.
Reprint from Latin America Evangelist. Selected by Director of
World Missions, Henry Hostetter. Used by permission.

I Miss the Stately Old Camel
Allen Buckwalter,

Bangalore, India

is gone. I used to see him almost every
TDelhi.day,There
just off the main road leading to downtown New
on the little mound in the field, he sto^d in
HE OLD CAMEL

the shade of a lone tree. Or, during work hours he walke 1
around in circles—head high, dignif.ed, and quite dis
dainful of all the lesser creatures around him. He walke :1
slowly, deliberately, and with purpose, seeming to realize
somehow, that he was having a share in relieving the food
shortage of a great nation, by operating the cha'n of
buckets which poured life-giving water on the thirsty
crops. Day after day I saw him—uncomp'aining. working
in the glare of the morning sun; or standing silhouetted
against the redness of the evening sky. The setting wa>
incongruous, in a way—green fields as they have beei
August 29, 1966

since the days of our forefathers; surrounded now by the
rapidly expanding colonies of New Delhi. And there was
the old camel wearily plodding in the timeworn circle;
while fast-moving motorcars and trucks sped by on the
highway nearby. Incongruous, yes—but very picturesque;
and if you please, romantic.
But now all this is* changed! The camel is gone. And in
the place where he walked in circles, in dignified loneliness for so many years, a little, squat brick structure has
grown up. From the roof protrudes a pipe, giving forth
little puffs of smoke that give way the secret of the
diesel engine inside. Alas! It is all too evident that the
feverish activity of the noisy diesel engine has replaced
the placid pacing of the old camel—and the camel will
not return.
I guess it was inevitable that the change should come.
The old must give way to the new. The ancient must
bow to the modern. Time moves on relentlessly.
But somehow, I miss the stately old camel silhouetted
against the skyline. Is it the romantic in me, or is it the
innate aversion to change? I don't know. But I pass by
the little brick structure with its little puffs of smoke
without giving a second glance. It seems to be so materialistic—without a soul—a mere symbol of a fast-moving,
restless, changing world.
And I wondered—is that also symbolic of man? Has
he lost his soul in the mad activity of an atomic age?
Has the individual man become lost in the maze of
machines? I wonder . . . .
But here we are, surrounded by machines! We who
are engaged in Christian Badio cannot lose sight of them.
We sit before an inanimate little gadget—the microphone—
and speak to an unseen audience. In the control room are
tape-recorders and turntables—spinning at the touch of a
button. At the transmitter site in Manila, or Okinawa, or
San Francisco, there is a maze of wires and valve.5,
buttons and switches—all silent, efficient, sophistica'ed,
and aloof. And in the homes of this great nation and in
countries around the world are found the wireless receivers which make contact through the invisible rad : o
waves. Yes, there are machines and gadgets everywhere.
But in this instance, all are bound up in one job—communication . . . one man speaking to another.
There was a time when one neighbor communicated
with another across his garden fence. Face to face, they
exchanged pleasantries and passed on the news of the
day. Then the telephone opened wider horizons and neighbors across the city, and from one city to another could
talk with each other. Bye and bye, the wireless transmitting and receiving sets extended the limits of the community until now the whole world has become one great
neighborhood.
In the complexity of mass-communication where one
man before a mike can harangue the millions around the
world, we tend to lose sight of the individual in the mass.
But the marvel of radio is that one man sitting alone in
the silence of the studio can talk heart to heart with
another man, sitting alone in the silence of his home, before his radio. And in Christian Badio Programming, we
do not forget that even though thousands may be listening, we are speaking to one person—our friend and ne'ghbor—not to a soul-less mass called "humanity." Each
listener is important! Machines and gadgets multiply and
become more and more confusing. The age in which we
live becomes more and more materialistic. But the Lord
Jesus Christ reminds us that man, the individual person,
is of more importance than many machines. "What is a
man profited," said He, "if he gain the whole world and
lose his own soul?"
(5)

Tokyo Times
JAPAN

Typhoon, Beatles, Christian Witness . . .

Playmates. The third girl is a neighbour and
Sunday School pupil.
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Michael also helped build the Tokyo house.
Here he was fastening iron rods into the
concrete—a Japanese practice to help prevent cracking and breakage from earthquakes.

The worst typhoon we have ever seen is upon
us. Ever since last midnight, ra!n has been
pouring down and it is supposed to continue
till tomorrow. The wind is now beginning to
blow. Business and schools are at a standstill,
transportation is stalled, lights ara necessary,
houses are being washed away or destroyed by
the gushing waters, there are landslides by the
score, hundreds are homeless, many are dying.
Thanks to the Lord and you, the Graybills
are well and safe. We do thank you again, our
many praying and giving friends, who made
these fine home facihties possible.
"Mommie, what are the Beetles?', Debra
asked her mother today. This is the current
news item in Tokyo. They are scheduled to
arrive in Tokyo tomorrow and the airport authorities are worried lest they will not be able
to control the crowds. . . .
Yet, in such an evironment, the Christian
missionary continues to move and live among
the people.
We do not hesitate to admit that our presence here does not pack auditoriums, require
hundreds of policemen to control our crowds,
nor change the style of their hair cuts. But
God is at work in this land and He is changing
lives, attitudes, and hearts.
Since our last letter to you, we have seen
people saved, baptized, and more homes opening for Christian meetings. Just this morning
a lady who comes to church came to talk to us
and said that her family has bought an old
home and that after fixing it up and getting
settled in it, they want to begin Christian meetings in her home as a witness to her community. She does not even claim to be saved
but is sincerely seeking.
Attendance in the Sunday morning worship
service and in the Sunday School continues to
climb, a short-term Bible School is meeting
Thursday nights, our four "adopted sons" living

Below: Bicycling with friends.

(6)

The Graybill Family. The children according
to age are Michael, Brenda, Edward, Debra,
and Barbara.

A young couple, engaged, who sometimes
come to our house for counsel. We are trusting they will accept Christ.
Below: Piano duets.
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here in our mission dorm have begun attending the
Tuesday night Bible class. Just a few days ago, a young
lady saved last fall came and said, "All my life, I have
seen and heard my mother pray to the idols of Buddhism,
but last night in our family worship, I heard her pray,
for the first time, to the living, tiue God, in the name
of Christ."
Amid all this victory and rejoicing, Bre.ida came along
that night with the question, "Daddy, when are we going
to retire as missionaries from Japanr" I assured her we
are enjoying ourselves too much to think much about that
subject. Came her second question: '"When I go into
nurses' training, can I stay in the dorm at Messiah College?"
The children are now enjoying lots of swimming in
a nearby pool. The boys are also busy paying for window
panes broken while playing baseball. Too bad! But there
are no jobs for missionaries' children in the summer, no
relatives' homes to go to, no farming to do . . . They are
going to camps now and we do thank you who have made
this possible.
Lucille's present project is teaching "baby care." The
young mother, a neighbor lady, testifies that Lucille knows
more about this than any of our local doctors! This
morning the lesson was on bathing; yesterday, diaperchanging; the day before, feeding, etc.
Just two nights ago, Rev. M. G. Sponsler from the
Campbelltown EUB church spent 3M hours in our home.
Supper tasted especially good that night and you all
seemed so close to us (Campbelltown being or.e of John's
hometowns).
Newsflash! Lucille just returned from her community
fiower-arrangement class; for the first time in her missionary career, she waded through street-water above her
knees. —adapted from a letter by John Graybill

What About Susa?
P. A. Willms
Part II
Susa is a sleepy fishing and farming town about one
hour's train travel east of Hagi. A marble quarry and a
picturesque coastline add local color.
We have been going to Susa almost as long as we've
lived in Hagi. Except for children's meetings led by Hagi
young people the progress has been almost discouragingly
slow. Several years ago when we finally had a fairly
regular group of about ten worshippers some left for
jobs in more booming areas. The group was fuither reduced by the return of an older native leader who started
his own meetings. We suggested that all join this new
group, rather than barely existing as competitive groups,
but this was not acceptable to our group.
About this time the Hagi church began to take over
the mission's responsibility for Susa's adult meetings. But
just as things were again looking up our meeting place
was closed to us because of a new public hall policy—possibly the result of pressure from one of Japan's new
religions. God's answer was a large, centrally located
home opened up to us as a result of English which
missionaries had taught members of the family. Especially
the mother of this home is gradually becoming a leader
among Susa's believers and seekers. Her husband too is
showing interest—at least cooperation—and a pottery maker
has become a Christian.
And so we are hoping that the Gospel is finally taking
root in Susa which has been one of our most difficult
fields of labor.
August 29, 1966
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Meet This Overseas Christian
Now about 20 years
old—and a Christian for
three years — Supura
Marandi, with her husband, decided to become a Christian after
hearing t h e
Gospel
through her husband's
brother, Boaz.
Boaz came to Madhipura Christian Hospital for TB treatments
about seven years ago.
He stayed there for
quite some time and
became a Christian.
Upon returning to his
home he told his family
about Christ. Curious
to know more, they accompanied him to Banmankhi when
special meetings were on. Soon the brothers decided this
was the right way and became Christians, bringing thenwives with them, the three families forming a Christian
nucleus in the little village of Eukhasen, six miles from
Banmankhi.
Crisis in Supura's life occurred when she was delirously sick with a high fever. Her people despaired of
her life. But hearing something about the Christian Way
and that they could pray for her healing, they prayed
and Supura was miraculously healed. She then accepted
Christ as her personal Saviour.
Although illiterate, Supura has an intense desire to
learn about the Bible, to read, to memorize Scriptures,
to sew, and to knit. Learning comes easily for her. She is
also teaching her little daughter, Orpha, the Christian way.
Supura is representative of the many young Christian
mothers who are illiterate but have an intense desire to
learn. Pray for them as they establish Christian homes—
especially that their hearts remain open to the teaching
they receive, so that their homes will be truly Christian.
Anna Jean Mann, Madhipura

News Notes — India
The Banmankhi Homemakers Course closing program was
given June 20. Seventeen girls completed the course and are
in various stages of learning to read.
Erma Hare and Surendra Rai assisted in the teaching
program for the Leaders' Meetings at Banmankhi, June 22-24.
June 26 the dedication of the new Balua Church was
held, after many delays and setbacks. It is located in a large
Santal Christian community.
Evangelist Patros Hembrom's wife has been seriously ill
and in hospital. She is recovering now and we are grateful
for answered prayer.
After being closed for several weeks during the extremely hot and dry season, the Madhipura Christian Hospital reopened June 20. The rains will be even more welcome
than usual!
Here in Landour the rains began on June 19, and p u t
a stop to the forest fires that had been raging on the
mountains. At least three different fires threatened missionary residences and forced the occupants to vacate their
homes. An American professor, Dr. Ripley Moore, lost his
life while helping to fight the fires.
Jim came home from the hospital yesterday, June 23,
after being there eight days following a tonsillectomy. W e
plan to leave Landour on June 29 to return to Bihar. Harvey
Siders will be arriving in Landour on July 1 for their summer vacation.
Doris Cober
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The Boy Who Believes in the Holy Ghost
Pentecost Sunday, May 29. Britain's
Dr. Norman Maclean used to recall an
unintentionally amusing incident that
occurred one day in the course of an
examination at the Colinton Parish
School. The teacher had required the
class to memorize the Apostles' Creed
and to repeat it clause by clause, with
each pupil having his own clause.
As the recitation began, the first boy
said, "I believe in God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth."
The second boy said: "I beHeve in
Jesus Christ His only Son our Lord."
The recitation went on until it reached
the point where one of the boys said:
"From thence He shall come to judge
the quick and the dead." Then, there
fell a silence that indicated something
had gone wrong. The silence was
broken by the next boy in line, who
said to the examiner: "Please, sir, the
boy who believes in the Holy Ghost is
absent today."
On which Dr. Maclean comments:
"Lots of folks are absent when it comes
to that clause." So they are, alas!
(World Vision, May 1966)
Summer Activities—Some Questions for You
1. Would I want to be found doing this
when Jesus comes?
2. Will it cause anyone else who is perhaps
weaker in faith than I, to stumble?
3. Does it in any sense have the appearance of evil? (Abstain from all appearance of evil—I Thess. 5:22)
4. Will it in any way impede my honoring
the Lord.
5. Can I wholeheartedly ask and expect
God to bless it?
6. Will this activity be bsneficial to me as
a Christian?
7. Will it weaken my reason and common
sense?
8. Will it impair my sensitivity to the will
of God and my relish for spiritual
things?
9. Will it improve my health or be a
hazard to it?
10. Will it exhilarate me mentally and spiritually, or will it appeal to my passions
and lower nature?
11. Will it increase the strength and authority of the body over the m : nd? I Peter
2:11
12. Do the people who engage in these
activities fit in with my ideals of Christian living? Will association with them
be helpful or harmful?
13. Do these activities teach skills which
could be used in objectionable ways?
Do they encourage habits I will want
to retain for life?
14. Do they have a history that is questionable among God-fearing Christendom?
And whatsoever ye do in word or
deed, do all in the name of the Lord
Jesus, giving thanks to God and the
Father by him. Colossians 3:17
Bible Baptist Church, Butte, Montana
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CAMPERSTake along an open heart to the

of God

Youth

Word

A ready smile
A lot of e n e r g y Then have the time of your life!
Milwaukee Gospel Tabernacle,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Y O U T H - A N ASSET
The greatest asset that this, or any othei
nation has, is its youth. It, therefore, stands
to reason that the asset of greatest value to
the church and to the Lord is also youth.
Some questions might then be in order:
1. Are our youth in good health, spiritually speaking?
2. Do our youth see the right Christian
examples in us?
3. Do we casually pray "for our youth"
or do we pray for individuals?
4. What can " I " do to be of real spiritual
service to our youth?
5. My last comment about the youth of
the church, Was it in prayer? Was it in
criticism?
Campton Heights Baptist Church
Fortuna, California
PARENTS, YOUTH LEADERS, PASTORS,
SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS - EVERYO N E - L I S T E N TO THIS. . .

Dr. Kurt Hahn of Gordonstoun School
and Outward Bound Trust, England,
spoke recently about the overoccupied
and almost morbid interest in sex in a
teenager:
"The so-called deformity of puberty should
not be regarded as a decree of fate. You can
avoid those loutish years, even when movements become sluggish and awkward. You
can preserve the child's strength, the undefeatable spirit, the joy of movement, the
power of compassion, the eager curiosity—all
those treasures of childhood, on one condition—that you kindly, on the threshold of
puberty, and subsequently, sustain the nonpoisonous passions: The zest for building, the
craving for adventure, the joy of exploration,
the love of music, painting or writing, the
devotion to a skill demanding patience and
care. You can satisfy the primitive longing for
mastery and forestall the sexual impulses from
monopolizing an adolescent's emotional life
and from seeking insidious satisfaction."

-

Sunda

A License to Gripe:
"A Gripe Card" has been suggested by the
pastor of an Ohio Methodist Church. Properly filled out, it entitles the bearer to gripe
about his church. The card says:
1. I attend all the regular and special services of my church.
2. I pray every day for my church and
pastor.
3. I volunteer for, gladly accept and enthusiastically carry out all jobs and offices I have in my church's program!
4. 1 give at least a tithe of my income to my
church.
Any member who gives an affirmative answer
to all four can gripe!
The Wesleyan Methodist
The Grandview Alliance Church
Erie, Pennsylvania
Choma Secondary in Zambia
Welcomes TAPS Volunteers
Forty volunteers for Africa, including 38
teachers, were commissioned by the Mennonite Central Committee Sunday, August 14.
The teachers will serve three-year terms in
secondary and teacher training schools in the
Congo, Kenya, Malawi, Nigeria, Tanzania, and
Zambia.
The commissioning service was held in the
Christopher Dock High School auditorium
near Lansdale, Pa. Robert Kreider, president
of Bluff ton College, delivered the address.
Mr. and Mrs. David Dyck, 226 Edison
Ave., Winnipeg, Manitoba, have been assigned to the Choma Secondary School,
Choma, Zambia. Mr. Dyck has attended the
M. B. Bible College in Winnipeg and Waterloo Lutheran University, Ontario. He graduated from the latter in spring, 1966. Mrs.
Dyck has attended the M. B. Bible College
and the University of Manitoba. She received
a B.R.E. degree from the Bible college in
1965. They are both members of the Elmwood Mennonite Brethren Church, Winnipeg.
Their parents are Mr. and Mrs. Peter G. Dyck,
Steinbach, Man., and Mr. and Mrs. Ben D .
Penner, 226 Edison Ave., Winnipeg.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. King have been
assigned to the Choma Secondary School,
Choma, Zambia. Mr. King graduated from
Eastern Mennonite College, Harrisonburg, Va.,
in 1966. Mrs. King is a graduate of the Riverside School of Nursing, Newport News, Va.
Their parents are Mr. and Mrs. Amos King,
Westover, Maryland, and Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Gerber, Dalton, Ohio. Mr. and Mrs. King
are members of the Holly Grove Mennonite
Church, Westover, and the Martins Mennonite
Church, Dalton, respectively.
With an enrollment of some 300 students,
co-educational, presently the Brethren in
Christ Church has three married couples, two
single ladies, and two I-W men serving on
the staff.
Choma Secondary was started in 1962. It
is a joint operation of the Brethren in Christ
and Pilgrim Holiness Churches.
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In My Father's House

EDUCATION
School

Home

Spiritual training cannot be limited to
the few hours spent at the church,
neglecting those at home and school
F YOU HAVE several children, perhaps
Ifamily.
you have had the experience of this
They were on the highway,

traveling, when they discovered one
child was missing. They retraced their
steps, making inquiries along the way,
until they came to the city from which
they had started. They went to a local
church, and there they found their boy
—in a conference with the church staff.
Evidently, he had such deep spiritual
feelings that he wanted to stay at the
house of worship while they made their
trip. When his mother began to reprove
him for his apparently thoughtless conduct, he answered: "But why were you
looking for me? Did you not know that
I must be in my Father's house?" (Luke
2:49, Phillips).
There are many children today who
have more spiritual sensitivity and responsibility than their fathers—and even
their mothers. Children long to be in
the house of God, but parents frustrate

James H. Semple
spiritual development by forcing children to travel the highway.
Children receive very little spiritual
instruction, anyway. They go to school
five days a week, seven hours a day,
and most parents would not think of
making their children miss school. On
the contrary, parents insist that children
attend every day unless sick. In contrast to the thirty-five hours a week in
public school, a child has only one hour
in Sunday school. Some parents deprive
their children of the only hour of spiritual instruction that they receive all
week. It may be less harmful to the
development of character for the child
to miss one day out of five in school,
than to miss the only hour in Sunday
school.
In the course of a month, a child
spends 152 hours in the public school
and 4/3 hours in Sunday school. Some
parents reduce the latter figure to two
or three hours per month because of
frequent weekend trips.
Wise parents have sought to bring
this dangerous inequity into better balance by adding to the Sunday school
hour and the hour in Training Union,
an hour in mission study, another hour
in Christian music, two hours in family
worship, and three hours in public worship. All of these make nine hours per
week spent in a varied program of
spiritual development. This still represents only one quarter of the time spent
in the public school. Surely the spiritual
nature which guides brain and body,
and which will outlast both, deserves
this minimum cultivation.
Too

Pressure of many activities often hurts the
chances of a child's spiritual life.
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MANY ACTIVITIES

An already crowded schedule is the
chief obstacle to this noble pursuit. In
addition to the regular course of study
in school, there is a fantastic array of
extracurricular activities. There are
practices for football, band, baseball,
cheer leading, basketball, drill squad,
track, glee club, plays, assemblies, golf,
swimming, Little League, and—There
are meetings of language clubs, student
governments, science clubs, class officers, debating societies, honor societies,
Cub Scouts^ Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts,
Campfire Girls, and—There are banquets, picnics, skating parties, bowling
teams, and hayrides. Then, of course,
there is homework and required parallel
reading and viewing of certain television productions and motion pictures.
Small wonder that a school nurse recently said that the incidence of peptic
ulcers in children is rising. In order to
find a respite from the frantic pace, the
last vestiges of spiritual enrichment are
removed from the home and the child

through the recurring escapism of excursions. The church becomes the
"whipping-boy" for having too many
activities while the social and academic
circle gets off "scot-free." Too often the
school expects to have the child not
only during the day but through half
the night; not only during the week,
but on the weekend as well.
The lone parent, who seeks to buck
the tide, is confronted with the pressure
of subtle coercion. The child counters,
"I have to do it, or my grade will go
down," or, "Everyone else is doing it;
and if I don't, the teacher won't appreciate me." Of course, the faculty denies such extra requirements; but by
innuendo, the child has understood the
strong suggestion. The church program
has no such tool of coercion over the
head of the average pupil. So the
church program suffers absenteeism and
takes the blame. School becomes the
"required," and the church becomes the
"elective."
Schoolteachers who are active in their
church program have already become
concerned about this tension. They need
the encouragement of parents who will
exercise judgment in choosing to see
that secular education does not completely smother religious development.
The most tragic consequence of this
parental spiritual neglect is that children who were enthusiastic about Sunday school and the "Father's house"
soon learn to follow the lead of their
elders. The great Master of pedagogy
said, "But if anyone leads astray one
of these little children who believe in
me he would be better off thrown into
the depths of the sea with a millstone
hung round his neck!" (Matt. 18:6,
Phillips).
We are lamenting the increase of delinquency, vandalism, riots, illegitimacy,
promiscuity—in short, teen-age chaos.
Aren't we wise enough to trace it to its
source? WTe cannot teach "Seek ye first
the kingdom of God" and practice seeking first the kingdom of this world and
come up with anything else but spiritual schizophrenia in our children.
This trend must be reversed at the
"grass-roots" level by parents who will
refuse to surrender these few hours of
religious instruction for any cause except "an act of God." The churches
must be careful to warrant this priority
through meaningful instruction. Likewise, families must say ". . . as for me
and my house, we will serve the Lord"
(Josh. 24:15).
From Home Life, copyright by The Sunday
School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention. Used by permission.
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AFRICA
Battle of
The Inkwells
Paul Kline
Sorry to say, Kiblers' small daughter
was the one who
started it this Sunday
Since the desks
in o u r C h o m a
"church" seat three
people t h e r e are
three inkwells. And
have you ever seen
children who could
sit near an inkwell
and not stick their
fingers into it? All
during the service
many little fingers
A Tonga girl delighted with the Bible
in her own tongue, at the time of its
went in black and
first coming out, 1964.
came out blue. Some
took the inkwells in their hands and, yes, some dropped
them on the floor leaving ugly dark stuns.
And those stains? A few good washings and they are
all gone. But the stains on the little hearts and big
hearts of those that attend our services are permanent—
except for the blood of Christ.
«

o

#

e

*

Yes, the church in Choma is started! Four weeks ago
we met for the first time at the government school. But the
door of the classroom we were to use was locked. We had
secured proper permission but I guess the wires got
crossed. Anyway, no one came for the service except the
group of missionaries. We decided to go to the jail to have
a service but then we found that services aren't permitted
there in the mornings, and so we ended up with a missionary service in the living room at Nahumba Mission—and
with being convinced that we needed to make more
contacts in the compound.
The next Sunday we finally got a door open but it
wasn't in the classroom we were scheduled to have. Nine
children and one man came from the compound and some
folks from Nahumba. The third Sunday there were 23 from
the compound; this past Sunday, 69. And so our classroom
is about filled up.
We thank the Lord for everyone who has started to
attend the services. But as we walk about in the compound
and see the multitudes milling about we know we haven't
even begun to reach all those who need to learn of a
Saviour's love. Almost everyone we speak to says he has
been contacted by cults advocating what we feel is false
doctrine. We are tardy—with our message that excels all
others.
Bemember especially William Silungwe, a little man
of unimposing appearance—but a man with a pastor's
heart and concern for his people. He also visits around
in the compound distributing and selling religious literature and Bibles, inviting, encouraging and fearlessly pointing the lost to the Saviour.
e

»

»

*

e

And here another aspect of the battle of the inkwells
goes on, as Choma Book Boom pushes the distribution and
sale of the drops of ink that can make a million think
about time and eternity—or only of lesser things, if we
lose the battle with the inkwells.
The writer is Acting Manager of Choma Book Room
(Note: Yes, Choma is to have a church building. Contributions
welcomed! BCM Office)
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A Word From the Albert Harveys
(from a letter to the Executive

Secretary)

" . . . The strike ended last night and now we have ha J
word both from Unitsd Airways and Quantas that our
flight is confirmed, right through to Sydney. We have
much to praise the Lord for!
"It is now Sunday, July 31, and I'm sure you will be
interested in the number of meeting;, churches, etc., we
have visited while in the States. We started at Clarence
Center on April 12th and finished at Moreno today, 31st
July. In 110 days we have held 109 me stings and we have
been in 73 different B in C churches, travelled by car
8,200 miles on the wrong side of the road!!
' W e believe the Lord has blessed. We have deeply
appreciated visiting the churches in America; it has been
a rich and rewarding experience."
Albert and Perle Harvey

He Signed the Check
He is past eighty, mild-mannered, quiet. As for Sunday
School, he is always there, but he seldom enters into the
discussions. If he has thoughts, he doesn't express them
in class. He's the kind of person that people in a hurry
don't notice too much.
The other day this quiet brother, a retired farmer,
called at the MCC office. In his hand he held a copy of
the church bulletin that told about the "One Great Hour
of Sharing." With a measured motion he pointed to the
back page.
"It reads here that people are starving," he said.
"Yes, especially in India," he was told.
"One dollar feeds a good many hungry people," he
observed.
"Yes, one dollar delivers 300 pounds of food."
"I heard of a relief organization where only three
cents out of a dollar got through to the needy people," he
said. The genuine concern of the man was heartening.
"In this case," he was answered, "the entire dollar
goes for the delivering of the 300 pounds of wheat to
hungry people."
Assured on this point, he continued a while longer
in friendly conversation. "I will come back again tomorrow," he concluded, "I do not have my check book
with me."
Next day he came as promised. He placed his check
book on the desk. "Please fill it out," he requested.
The check was duly dated and made out to the Mennonite Central Committee. "And what is to be the amount
of the check?" he was asked.
"It reads here that $275 will send a carload of wheat.
I want to send a carload," he said.
Then steady in heart if not in hand he signed the check.
NAW
Reedley, Calif.

"This Means You"
". . . every Christian, whatever his gifts, should be making
his vocational choices in the light of his missionary obligations. This means you.
"The missionary is by definition someone who is ready
for whatever sacrifice is involved in carrying the Gospel
in the most effective way. But according to the Gospel
this basic readiness to sacrifice should be characteristic
of every Christian and not the specialty of certain peculiarly consecrated persons."
John Howard Yoder
Evangelical

Visitor

Mrs. Cora Bert has just presented the Carlsons with a gift of money from their many friends. Left to right: Rev. and Mrs. Carl J. Carlson,
Emcee Hostetter, Mrs. Cora Bert. Mrs. J. N. Hostetter and Dr. C. N.Hostetter Jr.

"Mission Accomplished"
Friends of the Carl Carlsons met Saturday, July 30,
in the Fellowship Hall of St. Paul's Union Church of
Chicago to honor the Carlsons with a Retirement Dinner
in recognition of their many years of devoted, consecrated
service to the Halsted Street Mission and the Brethren
in Christ Church. The well planned event was in charge
of a local congregational committee, with Mrs. Mike Bert
serving as the chairman.
Rev. John Hostetter, editor of the Evangelical Visitor,
served as Master of Ceremonies. More than two hundred
guests shared in the happy occasion as speakers representing various groups paid their tributes to the Carlsons. A
highlight of the evening was the inspiring music by members of the Carlson family with Dr. Paul Carlson on the
violin, Rev. Bert Carlson at the organ and Mrs. Bert

Carlson, vocal soloist. They presented an arrangement of
Psalm 121 which was composed by Rev. Bert Carlson. The
Donald Freed family of Nappanee, Indiana, gave a beautiful vocal selection. In addition to a Book of Remembrance
from their many acquaintances, a substantial sum of
money was also presented to them in the form of a check.
The ladies of the Indiana and Illinois churches did a
superb job in bountifully supplying and serving the dinner.
The culmination of the event was the Farewell Service
in the mission chapel on Sunday morning, July 31. Due to
Brother Carlson's physical health, the Director of Mission
Churches, Isaac S. Kanode, was in charge of the service,
speaking on the theme "Mission Accomplished" using as
the text words from II Timothy 4:7 "I have fought a good
fight." Bishop Carl Ulery of the Central Conference also
shared in the service. Donald and Ruth Freed, former
(Continued on page twelve)

The Carlsons and co-workers. Left to Right: Misses Lily Wyld and Alice Albright, Rev. and Mrs. Carlson, and Misses Grace Sider and
Sara B ubaker.
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MISSIONS — Continued from page eleven

Elder Myron Taylor, missionary on station at S;kalonga Mission, Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia), Africa
passed away on September 16, 1931, as a result of wounds
inflicted by a lion. He was a fearless hunter who more
than once had risked his life to rid the countryside of
dangerous beasts. The following account in his own words
of how he narrowly escaped death from a lion appeared
in the first issue of the HANDBOOK OF MISSIONS
HOME AND FOREIGN OF THE BRETHREN IN
CHRIST CHURCH published in 1918 thirteen ye^rs before his death. —Feature Editor

"Delivered From the Lion"
We have had some rather exciting experiences with
lions, but God has graciously answered our prayers, and
protected us so that neither we nor our help were hurt.
After several visits by the lions, in each of which they
dragged sheep away, and we followed them and drove
them from their prey, we succeeded in poisoning one.
But the male, an old one and exceptionally big, came
back again and carried off three sheep in one night.
Early next morning we followed the track into thick
bush and found where he had left a sheep in the side
of a big ant heap and the ground still warm where he
had been lying near by, but left on our approach. We
had very little strychnine left so I cut seven pieces about
the size of a man's hand and put a little in each, taking
the rest of the meat away. He came back at 12 o'^ock
next night and ate three pieces, and then feeling the
pain stopped and left the rest. We heard him roar and
I told my wife he has eaten the poison, he roared so
fiercely. The natives at the village one and a half miles
away also said he has gotten the poison. Later in the
night he came to the sheep pen and took the only remaining goat and ate it between our house and the boys'
quarters. As he had been about so much it was with great
difficulty we followed his track. We went to the river
a mile away, and as high water had left a bed of sand
on each side, it was easy to see where he came over,
but had not gone back. So we concluded he must be in
the thick bush and big ant heaps between us and the
river.
We all searched, (five boys and myself) till breakfast time, (9 o'clock) and then I came to breakfast leaving three boys to continue the hunt. We had just finished
breakfast and prayers when the boys returned and said
they had found him in an ant heap, which he left with
a growl and went into another a few hundred feet away.
These ant heaps are from fifteen to twenty feet high,
thirty or forty across at the bottom, steep and covered
with thick vines and trees as the soil is very rich. They
came at once and called us. We (five natives three of
which were boys) returned at once, and I sent two little
boys to call the people from Sikalonga to help us.
(Concluded in next issue)
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members of the mission, contributed to the service in both
vocal and instrumental music. The chapel was well filled
with worshippers some of whom came from points as far
east as Pennsylvania and as far west as California. The
Lord's Day was concluded with a message by Rev. Joel
Carlson of Harrisburg, brother of Carl J. Carlson, also a
product of the Chicago Mission.
As the work carried on over the past many years will
now fall on new shoulders, the Board for Missions requests the prayers of all mission-minded folk that the
witness and cause of Christ may continue to abound yet
more and more.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The Chicago Mission dates back to 1894 when Sister
Sarah Bert was divinely led to Chicago to start a mission.
The present building at 6039 Halsted Street was purchased
in 1905 for the sum of $10,000. Funds for the purchase
of the building were solicited from the church in general
by the trustees.
Misses Anna and Lizzie Bert, mission workers at the
mission, sisters of Miss Sarah Bert, first contacted the
Carlson home when Carl was nine years of age. At that
time several members of the family started attending the
mission. Carl accepted Christ when he was eleven years
of age. He was then baptized and united with the
Brethren in Christ Church.
Because of death, the Carlson home broke up in 1914.
Then at the age of nineteen, Carl Carlson came to the
mission to live and become active in Christian service in
the mission program. He started preaching at the mission
in 1914 and was ordained to the Christian ministry in
November 1917. During the early years of his ministry he
was employed by the Nichols Coal Company and served as
the company treasurer. In 1925 he discontinued working
for this company to become a full-time pastor of the
mission where he served faithfully for a period of nearly
fifty consecutive years.
On September 7, 1921, Carl Carlson of Chicago and
Avas Bollinger from Morrison, Illinois, were united in
marriage. They have two sons, Dr. Paul, a music teacher
in Pittsburg, Kansas; and Rev. Bert, a minister of music for
a Lutheran Church in Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Carlsons' period of service officially terminated on
Sunday, July 31, 1966.
There is a story of a young college girl who visited
the home of Beethoven. She asked permission to play on
the great master's piano. She played a few bars and then
said to the guard, "I suppose all the great artists have
played this piano during their visits here?" He replied,
"No. Paderewski was here two years ago and someone
asked him to play. But he declined, saying he was not
worthy to touch that piano." All great people are humble.
That is why they are great.
Charles L. Allen in Prayer Changes Things
(Fleming H. Revell Company)
Trials and tribulations are gold mines from which may
be taken some of life's richest prizes. So, to begin with,
instead of praying, "Lord, when am I going to get out
of this?" it is better to pray, "Lord, what am I going to get
out of this?"
Charles L. Allen in Prayer Changes Things
(Fleming H. Revell Company)
Evangelical

Visitor

5. Completion of the new Men's Residence
Hall. Also extending the concrete sidewalks
from Men's Dorm, Women's Dorm, to the
Auditorium.
6. Beautifying the Campus Entrance. The
factory ruins will be cleared away, the bridge
widened, and the road regraded to the ra 1roajd crossing.
7. The former Brechbill home will be renovated to provide offices for faculty and
for student organizations.
NIAGARA

MESSIAH

COLLEGE

Fall Enrollment
With the opening of college just a few
days away, Messiah College is expecting an
enrollment of at least 434. This is a fifteen
per cent increase over the fall enrollment of
September 1965. In the enrollment increase
there will be twenty per cent more Brethren
in Christ students. This is the beginning of
an encouraging trend.
New Faculty Appointments
Dr. John M. Eby has been appointed lecturer in organic chemistry. A graduate of
Goshen College, he holds the Doctor of
Philosophy degree from the University of
Delaware. He will continue working for a
nearby manufacturing firm in the research
department.
Robert P. Barrett will teach physics and
mathematics. He is a graduate of Massachusetts Institute of Technology and holds a
Master of Science in Engineering from the
University of Washington.
Daniel L. Hoover is a graduate of Messiah
College and will be instructor in English.
He also holds Master of Arts and Bachelor of
Divinity degrees from Whea^on Colhge and
recently received the Master of Education
degree from Shippensburg State College.
Elizabeth Hunsberger, hold ng a Bachelor
of Science in Education from Goshen College,
will teach physical education.
David Kale has been appointed instructor
of speech. He holds the Bachelor of Arts
degree from Eastern Nazarene College.
Benjamin W. Myers, also a graduate of
Messiah College, will be an instructor in
Biology. He recently received the Master of
Science degree from Kansas State College.
J. Robert Lutz will be part-time instructor
in mathematics. Presently a teacher in the
Meehanicsburg Area System, he is a graduate of Millersville State College and holds
the Master of Arts in Teaching from Brown
University.
Robert R. Saylor wi 1 also serve as parttime instructor in sociology. A graduate of
Pennsylvania State University, he hoMs a
Master of Arts degree from the same institution and a Master of Soci.il Work from the
University of Pennsylvania. H e presently is
an institution consultant on juvenile delinquency for the Office for Children and Youth
of the Pennsylvania State Department of
Public Welfare.
Emerson Frey, assistant professor of music,
will return to the faculty after a one year
leave of absence. He has taught six years and
will again be directing the Messiah College
Choral Society.
New Administrative Appointments
Paul L. Snyder, formerly pastor of the
Brethren in Christ Church, Carlisle, Pennsyl-
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vania, has assumed his new duties as Director
of Admissions. H e attended Messiah College
and graduated from Elizabsthtown College.
H e holds the Bachelor of Divinity degree
from Princeton Theological Seminary and the
Master of Sacred Theology degree from the
Lutheran Theological Seminary at Gettysburg.
Reverend Snyder also serves the Brethren in
Christ Church as chairman of the Commission
on Youth.
Avery A. Heisey, formerly superintendent of
the Brethren in Christ Mission, San Francisco,
California, has begun work as Director of Deferred Giving. H e attended Messiah College
and is available for counsel with individuals
interested in discussing long-range giving
plans to the college.
Scholarships Increased
This past year has seen a fifty per cent
increase in tuition scholarships at Messiah
College. Several significant scholarships have
been noted. C. H. Masland and Sons, carpet
manufacturers of Carlisle, Pennsylvania, have
set up a $10,000 endowment to provide
scholarships. Two one-half tuition scholarships
are to be given annually for the Josiah W.
and Bessie H. Kline Foundation.
Several medical persons are giving substantial scholarship aid each year. The donors
are members of the Brethren in Christ Church
and other denominations. A spec'al scholarship for a Brethren in Christ ministerial student has been established in honor of the late
Bishop Jesse Oldham.
Prospective students are encouraged to contact the Admissions Office for specific details.
Church Giving Increases
Giving by Brethren in Christ Church members to Messiah College increased twentyfour per cent in the 1965-66 fiscal year over
1964-65. This was given either individually
or through congregations and was for capital
projects and the general operations of the
college. This is a good trend and indicates
the growing concern the church has in maintaining a strong Christian college.
Changes on Campus
Each summer the college attacks another
area to campus improvement. This summer
the ambitious program of renovations includes :
1. The
former
Industrial
Arts
BuJd'ng
adapted to provide headquarters for the
Maintenance Department.
2. Ground Floor Old Main changed from
Maintenance and Storage transformed into an
office suite for College Relations.
3. Second Floor Old Main will become a
student lounge, Student Affairs and Teacher
Education Offices.
4. Old Main Dormitory will be improved to
accommodate the ladies. This includes construction of new bathrooms, and head resident's apartment.

CHRISTIAN
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N. C. C. News
There was little staff change at N.C.C. this
year. Miss Luella Moore left after three valuable years of service. To replace her, we
have hired a Rev. Wesley Sroeal, now of
Hawthorn, Pennsylvania, an EUB minister for
many years, a qualified and experienced
teacher. Mr. Smeal has had contact with
Brethren in Christ in western Pennsylvania
and is sympathetic to our beliefs and practices.
The enrollment for the new school year
looks promising. Already our lower grades are
almost filled.
In the upper grades we are having a sudden
number of applications and enquiries because
of the mid-summer closing of Lome Park
College, a sister Free Methodist School near
Toronto. Lome Park had avowedly set out
to eliminate the high school programme and
work into a junior college programme. It had
closed Grade 9 and Grade 10 some time ago,
but realized that the junior college was not
being accepted by their young people, hence
decided to close rather than face the enlargement of already sizeable capital and
operating deficits. W e regret the closing of
this school and hope that it will re-open as a
school dedicated to Christian secondary education.
The closing of Lome Park, and of our own
Upland College should serve to remind us
that if a school is going to prosper, it must
have the support and good-will of its constituency. Even that in itself is not enough;
there must be the kind of support that comes
from the hip muscles—just outs'de and at the
left rear. I have heard much pious statement
to the effect that no more of our schools will
close, but it takes more than pious statement,
or the warm resolution of the moment to keep
them open. Let us change the if-clause in the
sentence "If we want our schools we must
support them." Rather say "We want our
schools and must support them."
Harold Nigh, Principal

CHURCH NEWS
ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE
Hollowell congregation, Pa., conducted Vacation Bible School, June 20-24. The theme
for the week was "God Lives Today." The
average attendance was 314 with a missionary
offering for Nicaragua of $201.30. Bishop
Carl Ulery was present for the closing program and showed slides of the work in
Nicaragua. Pastor John Schock was director
of the school with Mrs. Schock serving as
music director. W e are thankful for six decisions for Christ.
Sunday morning, June 26, former pastor,
Rev. Eber Dourte brought the morning message. The Director of Sunday Schools, Rev.
Donald Shafer was present, Sunday morning,
July 10. The same evening 115 persons
shared in a communion service. The congregation voted the consideration of a building
program. A Building Committee has been
appointed to study the needs and present a
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plan. About 300 attended the Annual Sunday
School Picnic, sharing in fun, food, and fellowship.
M. L. Kline
Antrim congregation, Pa., conducted summer Bible School, June 6-19 with an average
attendance of 215. The project; buying bedding, towels, etc., for the San Francisco Life
Line Mission, received $200.00.
Rev. Titus Books was guest speaker for the
farewell service for Judson Mellinger, Sunday, July 24. The rite of water baptism was
administered to seven, July 27.
Mrs. Eber Wingert
ATLANTIC C O N F E R E N C E
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Eshelman, Grantham,
Pennsylvania, will minister to the Lancaster
congregation August 21-September 4. Installation service for Pastor Dourte and family
will be September 11.
Manor congregation, Pa., featured a Church
fellowship outing on the church lawn, Sunday, August 2 1 .
Pastor Arthur Brubaker, Farris Mines, Virginia, and a ladies trio presented an evening
program at Cross Roads, Pa., Wednesday,
August 17.
Pastor Walter Winger, Port Colborne, Ontario; Dr. Howard L. Landis, teacher at Messiah College and Mrs. David Climenhaga of
the Fairland congregation shared in a Christian Home Conference at Palmyra, Sunday,
August 2 1 .
Six, including Rev. and Mrs. Allen
berger transferred their membership
Conoy congregation, Sunday morning,
21. In the evening, Christ's Crusaders
a vesper service on the farm of
Longenecker, Jr.

Sollento ths
August
led in
Phares

Rev. David Carlson, recently returned from
service with Trans World Radio in Monaco,
presented the evening message at Palmyra,
Sunday, August 28.
CANADIAN C O N F E R E N C E
Wilson Makalima gave an interesting and
understanding discussion of African culture,
politics, and church life at Stayner, Ontario,
Wednesday evening, July 13. Miss Mildred
Brillinger, recently returned from the Navajo
Mission, spoke and showed pictures for
Christ's Crusaders Rally Day, Sunday, July
24. The young people went to the park for
a picnic lunch.
Jean Swalm
Pastor Wilbur Benner,
St. Petersburg,
Florida, conducted a two-week tent meeting
at Rosebank, Ontario, July 17-31. Visitors
from 100 miles distant were welcomed during
the meeting. A soap bar project by the Junior
Sunday School, going to MCC collected 71
bars of soap.
CENTRAL C O N F E R E N C E
Editor Hostetter was guest speaker for
Business Men's Family week, Laurelville
Camp Grounds, Mt. Pleasant, Pennsylvania,
August 21-26.
Springfield, Ohio youth recently held a
Saturday night Young People's Round-up in
Snyder Park with 62 in attendance.
Michigan Youth Conference is scheduled
for the Leonard church, September 9-11.
MIDWEST CONFERENCE
The midwest Regional Camp Meeting convened at Camp King Solomon, Abilene, Kansas, July 24-31. Attendance was good, the
weather favorable, the blessings innumerable,
ths fellowship delightful. An outstanding
event of this year, the budget was met in
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At the Recognition Dinner. 1. to r.; Thural Brehm, Rev. and Mrs. Joel Carlson,
Mrs. Thural Brehm, Dr. C. N. Hostetter Jr.
PASTOR AND MRS. JOEL E. CARLSON
H O N O R E D AT "RECOGNITION D I N N E R "
The new church basement fellowship hall
was the scene of a recent "Recognition Dinner" for Pastor and Mrs. Carlson of the
Bellevue Park Brethren in Christ Church.
More than 100 friends gathered on April 23,
1966 to pay tribute to them for their more
than 25 years of service to this congregation
which was for many years the Messiah Lighthouse Chapel Congregation.
Participants in the program included Dr.
Charles Eshelman, a friend and college roommate who told of early prayer meetings with
Pastor Carlson at Messiah College; the Rev.
Isaac Kanode who spoke on behalf of the
Mission Board; Dr. C. N. Hostetter, who
spoke as friend and fellow pastor; and Bishop
Henry Ginder, who represented the Atlantic
Conference District. Thural V. Brehm of the
local congregation served as Master of Ceremonies and the Rev. David Musser conveyed
the appreciation of the congregation in presenting the Carlsons with a cash money gift.
Adding double purpose to the celebration,
the Carlsons' sons, Jon and Robert, provided
a cake to celebrate Joel and Faithe's thirtieth
wedding anniversary which falls this year,
and the congregation joined in singing congratulations.
The Carlsons came to Harrisburg to the
"mission congregation" in the former Messiah Home property in 1940. Rev. Mr. Carlson was the first full-time pastor of the mistime for the final offering of the camp to go
to missions. Total mission offering, $1,238.79.
Pastor Simon Lehman, Jr., Me hanicsburg,
Pennsylvania, was evangelist and faithfully
presented the Word of God in truth and
power. Rev. Amos Henry, associate pastor at
Valley Chapel, Ohio, and member of the
faculty of Malone College, Canton, Ohio, led
us in the wonderful truths in the book of
Romans along with choice messages from
other selections. Many were the comments of
interest in and help received from the ministries of these brethren.
Mrs. Donald Frymire led the children in
their daily program, reporting seven coming
forward for prayer in the decision day service. There was an average of 42 children in
attendance giving an offering of $55.93 for
Bibles for Japan.
An outstanding aspect of the camp was the
response of youth. More than 25 stood around
the altar as evidence of committing their lives

sion station. The mission home, in one of ths
city's older neighborhoods became a center
for care of many needy persons, and a shelter away from home for many church people
working or training in Harrisburg.
In 1962 the congregation built a new
church at 2001 Chestnut Street and this
dinner, quite appropriately marked the first
use of the church's kitchen facility, the last
part of the construction to b e completed.
The Pastor's Committee, who were most
active in planning this program included, Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Bigham, Mr. and Mrs. Thural
V. Brehm, Miss Elizabeth Kanode, Mr. and
Mrs. Sherwood Mell, and Rev. and Mrs.
David Musser. In order to allow the members of the congregation to enjoy this meal
together, the meal was served through the
kindness of the ladies of the Hummelstown
Brethren in Christ Church.
The dinner also marked the transition of
pastoral leadership to the Rev. Lane Hostetter. In his remarks to the congregation
that night Pastor Carlson noted that this is
not a "retirement" though his many years
with this one congregation may cause it to
appear that wav. Instead he noted that it
seems the Lord's leading that the change
take place at this time. In good health and
before the age of retirement, Pastor Carlson
and Mrs. Carlson are continuing the service
of the Lord by being sensitive to the call of
God as they fulfill pastoral assignments, hold
special meetings, and assume other employment.

to Christ for service. Join us in prayer that
they may fulfill this commitment to Christ.
Glenn Hensel
PACIFIC C O N F E R E N C E
High school and college camps convened
at Mile High Pines Camp, August 22-28.
Messiah College Male Quartet shared in the
special music and Rev. H e m y Miller served
as camp pastor. Gordon Engle was camp director with Paul Charles serving as assistant.

Bi/t&tA
BOYER—Daniel George, born July 5, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. George Boyer, Fairland congregation, Cleona, Pa.
FISHER—Mahlon David, born April 17, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Fisher, Bethel
Springs congregation, Blainesport, Pa.
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FLAGLE—Donald Lamar, born August 1,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Flagle, Hollowell congregation, Pa.
FRETZ—Bradley Grant, born December 23,
1965, chosen son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Fretz,
Port Colborne congregation, Ontario, Canada.
GISH—Diane Marie, born August 2, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. J. Edgar Gish, Jr., Fairland
congregation, Cleona, Pa.
KUHN—Jeffrey Lee, born July 18, 1966, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Kuhn, Fairland congregation, Cleona, Pa.
LIGHT—Nancy Renee, born June 2 1 , 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. James Light, Fairland congregation, Cleona, Pa.

marriage June 24, 1966. The ceremony was
performed in the Grantham, Pa., Brethren
in Christ Church. Dr. Arthur M. Climenhaga
officiated, assisted by Bishop Irvin W. Musser, grandfather of the groom.
Dr. and Mrs. Musser left America, July 4,
for a period of service at the Macha Mission
Hospital near Choma, Zambia, Africa. Enroute they toured parts of Europe and took
a car from Europe to Zambia for the mission
program.
RINEHART-WOLFE—Miss Linda Wolfe of the
Lower Bermudian Lutheran Church, and Mr.
Wayne Rinehart of the Hanover coigr^gat'on,
Pa., were united in marriage July 10, 19o6.
The ceremony was performed in the L-ther„n
Church.

MAST—Marlene Kay, born August 4, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Mast, Clarence Center congregation, New York.
PITTMAN—Eric Meile, born July 28, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. George Pittman, Hollowell
congregation, Pa.
RiFE-Kevin Ray, born July 28, 1966, to
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Rife, Dearborn congregation, Michigan.
THOMAS—Denise Lynn, born July 19, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thomas, Hollowell
congregation, Pa.
WYANT—Catherine Anne, born July 24,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Wyant, Stayner
congregation, Ontario, Canada.

$Ve£Mkg4
BOOK-BOWERS—Miss Judy Bowers, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin H. Bowers, Upland,
California, became the bride of Mr. Stanley
Book, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Book,
Abilene, Kansas, August 6, 1966. The ceremony was performed in the Upland Brethren
in Christ Church, Bishop Alvin C. Burkholder
officiating.
BUCKWALTER-KIPE—Miss Lois Kipe, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. George Kipe, Uniontown, Pennsylvania, became the bride of Mr.
Mervin Buckwalter, son of Rev. and Mrs.
Lloyd Buckwalter, Howard, Pa., June 18,
1966. The ceremony was performed in the
Green Springs Brethren in Christ Church, the
groom's father, Rev. Lloyd Buckwalter officiated.
FORBES-MARTIN—Miss Marilyn Faye Martin,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Martin,
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania, became the bride
of Mr. Charles B. Forbes, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Forbes, Sarasota, Florida, August 7, 1966. The ceremony was performed
in the Elizabethtown Brethren in Christ
Church, Pastor Glenn Ginder officiating assisted by the Rev. Maurice McCrackin, pastor
of the Community Church, Cincinnati, Ohio.
MARTIN-KIPE—Miss Evelyn Kipe, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John Kipe and Mr. Gary
Martin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Martin
were united in marriage June 11, 1966. The
ceremony was performed in the Antrim, Pa.,
Brethren in Christ Church, Pastor Harvey
Musser officiating.
MUSSER-KUHNS—Miss Marian L.
Kuhns,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob G. Kuhns
and Dr. Robert J. Musser, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Z. Musser, were united in
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FRENCH—George French, born November
19, 1875, passed away August 3, 1966. He
was united in marriage to Maiy Ethel Sheffer
in 1901. She preceded him in death, April
1966.
One daughter, Mrs. Roy Nigh, Oak Ridges,
Ontario survives. One daughter passed away
in early childhood. Also surviving are eight
grandchildren and eight great-grandchildren.
Brother French was converted early in married life and united with • the Heise Hill
Brethren in Christ Church. He and his wife
spent several summers assisting in tent meetings in different parts of Ontario. He also
served a number of years as deacon in
Springvale and Heise Hill congregations.
Funeral services were held in the Heise Hill
church, Pastor E. C. Flewelling and Rev.
William Vanderbent officiating.
Interment
was in the adjoining cemetery.
KAUFFMAN—Bertha O. Kauffman, born November 24, 1877, at Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania, passed away at Abilene, Kansas, July
13, 1966. She came to Kansas with her
parents at the age of three and settled in the
Acme community.
She was united in marriage to John A.
Kauffman, January 18, 1900. Shortly thereafter they moved to Abilene where she spent
the remainder of her life. Mr. Kauffman predeceased her in 1951. Both were life-time
members of the Brethren in Christ Church.
Surviving are two sons, Harold E., Los
Angeles; Vernon E., Lawrence, Kansas; two
daughters, Mrs. William Campbell, Valley Station, Kentucky; and Mrs. Bruce Puckett,
Sabatha, Kansas. Also surviving are four
grandchildren, seven great-grandchi dren, two
sisters, and nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were held at the Danner
Funeral Home, Abilene, Kansas. Pastor Glenn
A. Hensel officiated. Burial was in the Abilene
Cemetery.
MONTAGUE—Violet Montague, born June 30,
1901, passed away July 12, 1966. She was
converted in her early twenty's and united
with the Brethren in Christ Church. She was
united in marriage to Clare Montague, March
9, 1922.
She. is survived by her sorrowing husband;
five daughters, Mrs. Hubert Rutten, Winona;
Mrs. Reginal Wilder, Shillington; Mrs. George
Homer, Fort Williams; Mrs. Ray Haywood,
Winona; Mrs. Clarence Haywood, Ontario;
and one son, Ray, Shillington.
Funeral services were held in the Bertie
Brethren in Christ -Church, Pastor William
Charlton and Rev. Ross Nigh officiating. Interment was in the adjoining cemetery.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
I am rather reluctant in writing this letter,
but I feel it my duty to give a word of
admonition in regard to the type of articles
published in our church paper (The Evangelical Visitor).
In the issue dated June 20th an article
appeared namely "The Call" which I feel
had no note of respect whatever for our
pioneer church leaders who were real leaders
and pillars in the church.
I personally was in that service in the
Bethel church and many things mentioned
in the article are untrue. I realize in writing
an essay in school there has to be an amount
of fiction, but the part that hurt me was the
disrespect in the way it was given. There is
no blessing or benefit in it for the reader
and I would admonish those who have the
responsibility in editing the Evangelical Visitor
not to print anything that would cause our
younger generation to get a wrong impression
of our early faithful and sincere leaders of
our beloved brotherhood.
In Christian love,
Mrs. Laban Climenhaga
Kindersley, Saskatchewan
Dear Editor,
I have been wanting to write for some
time in regard to an article which came out
in the Visitor, dated June 20.
The article, "The Gall," came to my attention while I was on vacation in Abilene,
Kansas. It was written by Norman Bert who
was at that time at Goshen College.
The persons referred to in the article are
from that community and well known in the
churches, in fact a son and two daughters of
the person of whom the writer is speaking
are living and are well respected citizens and
members of churches in Kansas-r
My first thought when I read the article
was, why was this written. Usually when a
piece is written for a paper there is some
outstanding reason or maybe some lesson to
be learned from it, but in this I could see
neither. According to Bethel history and also
Bert history the grandfather who is spoken
of and quoted in this article was between
11 and 12 years old and I doubt very much
if a youth of that age would remember and
be able to quote things that were said. He
is now over 80 years old. Some of the families
mentioned were not Bethel members and did
not go there.
Then the remarks made of the bishops or
elders of that day was not very complimentary
of them. I'll admit they were not educated
as today, but I believe they served the church
very efficiently in that day and I sure don't
like to hear them spoken of in a light manner. Remember they with others were the
leaders and founders of the church in that
clay. I love my church and I don't like to hear
it made fun of in any way and that's just
what I heard while out there by some of
the young people who are not even members.
I'll admit that those old brethren would
not be able to handle our church affairs
today, but for their day I believe they were.
When we speak disparagingly of our elders
in the church not many of us can say we are
not speaking about our own forebearers.
I never heard Brother Ben preach, in fact
I don't think he did because he felt h e was
not one to preach, but as to his life and
Christian living among his neighbors and the
church, it was without reproach.
Thanks for listening to me. I've just written
as I feel about this article.
Cora L. Bert
Chicago, Illinois
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Mennonites Express Concerns On
Vietnam To Washington and Ottawa
Mennonite concerns about Vietnam were
expressed to both Washington and Ottawa
this week.
A seven-man delegation met with one of
President Johnson's chief Vietnam aides on
Tuesday, July 12. The discussion focused on
the dimensions of human suffering caused
by the war as reflected in reports from MCC
volunteers in Southeast Asia.
Part of the delegation's purpose was to
make clear to the government the Mennonites'
willingness to serve the Vietnamese while at
the same time disavowing and disassociating
themselves from the military efforts there.
There was also discussion on various proposals to cease the fighting.
The Board of Christian Service of the
Conference of Mennonites in Canada arranged
a meeting with Paul Martin, Canada's Minister of External Affairs, on Wednesday, July
13.
The Ottawa delegation delivered to Martin
a copy of the resolution on Vietnam adopted
by the Canadian conference at its annual
sessions in Winnipeg recently. Frank H. Epp,
past chairman of the Canadian Board of
Christian Service, also presented the minister
with a brief on his observations of the situation in Vietnam. Accompanying Epp to Ottawa were Nick W. Dick, executive secretary
of the Board of Christian Service, and Daniel
Zehr of M C C (Ontario).
The delegation to Washington consisted of
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., MCC chairman; William
T. Snyder, MCC executive secretary; Robert
W. Miller, director of Overseas Services;
Peter J. Dyck, MCC director of Europe and
North Africa; Stanley Bohn, secretary of the
Peace and Social Concerns Committee of the
General Conference; Paul Peachey, executive
secretary of the Peace and Social Concerns
Committee of the Mennonite Church; and
Edgar Metzler, executive secretary of the
Peace Section.
American Trainees Look Forward
To a Year in Europe
Twenty-eight
American
Mennonite
exchange trainees are eager to make friends,
acquaint
themselves
with the
European
brotherhood, and gain job experience in a
foreign country. They are scheduled to sail
for Europe on August 12.
The trainees-to-Europe program was begun
in 1963 when 16 youths went to Germany,
Luxembourg, and Switzerland. This year's
group brings to 78 the total number of persons who have taken advantage of this
educative program. Trainees are now also being placed in the Netherlands and France.
The 1966-67 MCC trainee exchange group
will have opportunity to work in floriculture,
household services, childrens and old peoples
homes, industry, construction, office, youth
programs, and on farms.
The Intermenno Trainee Committee i.i
Europe takes each individual's interests,
training, and skills into account as much as
possible when arranging placements.
The preparatory expenses and the trip
from home to the ship via Akron, Pennsylvania, are borne by the trainee. The Intermenno Trainee Committee arranges for ocean
transportation and the inland travel in Europe.
The trainees will spend six months each
with two host families who will provide the
American exchange visitor with room and
board, and $10 a month in local currency as
pocket money. The youths will also b e permitted two weeks of vacation every six months
for travel and sightseeing.
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'Evangelize or Perish' Methodists Told
British Methodists were told at their 1966
Conference Wolverhampton, Eng., that they
must "evangelize or perish" and not look to
union with the Church of England to solve
their problems.
This sharp injunction came from Albert
Bailey, a layman who was elected vice-president of Conference, the Church's supreme
governing body.
Mr. Bailey declared: "Let us begin now
with a planned use of our dedicated laymen.
Before it is too late, let us learn by our
mistakes. God forgive us if we are looking
to Anglican and Methodist reunion to solve
our problems.
"Our priceless heritage—our ethos—is evangelism. This we must bring into any sch:me
for a United Church. Ours must b e the
strong limb into the new body which is
being brought to birth.
"I speak as a businessman when I say our
stock-in-trade is still people. Methodism, of
least 'its spirit,' must never b e written off.
You cannot Christianize society without converting individuals."
Azusa Pacific College Buys Brown
Academy For $1 Million
The 40-acre campus, buildings, and equipment of Brown Military Academy in Glendora, Calif., have been purchased by nearby
Azusa Pacific College for $1 million, according to APC Executive Vice President, George
L. Ford.
The academy will become the m o u n t a n
campus of Azusa Pacific beginning this
September for an expected enrollment of 800
pupils. The academy was founded by John
Brown and offers 20 classrooms, three science
laboratories, a language lab, library, a gymnasium and dormitories for 220.
Fire 'Death of God' Professors,
Regular Baptists Urge Schools
Banishment of "God is dead" theologians
from teaching posts was advocated in a resolution unanimously adopted by the 35th annual conference of the General Association
of Regular Baptist Churches in Grand Rnp'ds,
Mich. More than 1,300 delegates agreed t h i t
they "earnestly, fervently and lovingly urge
all religious schools desiring to maintain a
label of 'Christian' to immediately discharge
all professors teaching the 'God is dead'
heresy."
The resolution further urged "all Christians
within denominations where 'Christian atheism' theologians are being harbored to wi hhold all funds and support until firm disciplinary action is taken."
Tough L a w on Pornography Sales
To Minors Signed
Lt. Gov. Elliot G. Richardson of Massachusetts signed into law a measure providing
maximum jail sentences of five years and a
fine up to $5,000 for those convicted of
selling pornography to anyone under the age
of 16.
The law covers material, including literature, records, and pictures, which "tends to
corrupt the morals of youth."
Minimum jail sentence under the law is a
2/2-year term and a minimum fine of $100.

Christians Strong in Burma,
Says Expelled Missionary
The expulsion of foreign missionaries from
Burma will not end Christian work there,
according to an American Baptist who spent
25 years in Burma.
The Rev. Herman Tegenfeldt, a 1940
graduate of Bethel Seminary, St. Paul, and
one* of the last two Protestant missionaries
to leave Burma, said the Burmese Christian
community of 600,000 is strong enough to
carry on by itself.
The Burmese government gave no reason
for its expulsion order, but Mr. Tegenfeldt
said he felt it was part of the desire of the
Burmese "to stand on their own feet completely."
'Split-Level Ethics' Hit At Baptist Conference
"Split-level ethics" were condemned by a
Southern Baptist minister who addressed a
Baptist Training Union conference in Glorieta,
New Mexico.
American churches and communities have
"lost all sense of direction" in the contemporary world, Dr. C. A. Roberts, newlyelected president of the Southern Baptist
Pastors Conference, told 1,900 Baptists.
Americans no longer live in a clearcut
"two-story world of right and wrong with
regard to honor," the Tallahassee, Fla., pastor
held. He said a "split-level society" with
matching ethics has replaced that world and
modern young people "are not living in a
society where honesty is the best policy."
Southern Baptists opened their 14th annual
session at Glorieta in June. More than 12,000
persons have registered for the 17 one-week
conferences at the Glorieta Assembly.
Famed Missionaries in Ecuador to Wed
Plans were announced in Quito, for th3
forth-coming marriage of Mrs. Marjorie Saint,
widow of a missionary slain by Auca Indians
in 1956, and Dr. Abe Van Der Puy, president
of the World Radio Missionary Fellowship,
Inc., which operates radio station HCJB here.
Announcement of the engagement was made
over the station by Dr. Van Der Puy.
Mrs. Saint's late husband, Nate, was one
of five missionaries who flew a small plane
into a remote region of the Amazon jungle
area in an attempt to take the Gospel to t h ;
savage Aucas. The Missionary Aviation Fellowship pilot and all four passengers were
slain by the Indians.
National Sunday School Convention,
Boston, Massachusetts, September 21-23, 1966
The 21st Annual Convention of the National Sunday School Association is scheduled
for Boston, Massachusetts, September 21-23,
and is expected to draw five to seven thousand people from over the United States and
Canada, as well as foreign countries. Representatives will be in attendance from more
than 50 denominations at the conclave whi;h
will feature eight major sessions be'ng held
in the new War Memorial Auditorium in t h i
Prudential Center.
Six headline speakers, each a well-known
leader in his field, will be taking part in the
major mass meetings. In addition 175 workshops will be offered. Workshop leaders, experts in various fields of Christian Education
are being made available by cooperating denominations, publishers, and kindred organizations.

